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In a set of previous communications, I , II, III, IV  (Dutta and others, 1963, 
1964), wc have analysed the formation and excitation energies of nuclei, avail­
able from the recent compilation Morks (Konig and others, 1962; Nuclear Data 
Sheets, 1962). and have found smooth relationships, to obtain the required magni­
tudes, to a fairly close approximation. The formation energy of nuclei, with 
optimum energy for any mass number, have been obtained by tlie combination 
of a basic curve of quadratic form in A, superposed by two pori(Klic curves F{Z) 
and F{I) in nearly opposite phase. The deviation in energy of weakly bound 
isobaric nuclei is determined in terms of //(A*V)^. i.e. /i(N—N„)-, where /i  is the 
neutron-proton exchange energy and A'j, is the optimum neutrcsi number for a 
mass number. These value's can be cahndated from available binding energy 
data, as shown in relations (c). and (d), in III . Since the fluctuation in optimum  
energy from a smooth (piadratic relationship, never surpasses the magnitude of 
about 10 raev., in the whole range from -SO to — 1800 nun'., it is considered 
that such .splitting up of the total energy into (iomponents is imperative, unlike 
the process implied in "one' particle nuKlel". Weizsackor (1938) had suggested 
that in nuclear energy study, one should understand the deviation from the 
smooth course' indicative of a liquid drop model. The collective nuclear modt'l 
(Bohr and M ottclson 1953) also realiwjs the imi)ortance of the basic liquid drop 
contribution.
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O f the two potential energy curves F{Z) and F(I) shown in Pig. (2), IV , the 
potential curve F{Z) primarily determines the energy of formatiem of weakly 
bound nuclei, as also the excitation energy, through close' assof'iation of the ob 
tained relations, with the maxima and minima positions of the curve F(Z). Since 
the immediate eletcrmining factors in any transition, arc the involved state func 
tions, controlled mainly by the charge distributions, we have stamped the asso 
ciated curve as F{Z). The e)nly other possible variable parameter for the asso 
dated periodic curve could be (I), the excess neutrons, which should determine 
th e shape of the nuclei. The close correlationship of F{I) with shape would be 
apparent from the fact that the quadrupole moment maxima are generally placed
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at the minima of the F{J) curve. This would be elaborated further, later. It 
is also, to be realised on these grounds, that the energy (;hange to the F{Z) curve 
is immediate, followed by a deferred redistribution, corresponding to excess neu­
trons or shape, determined by the F{I) function.
The minima positions of the (U)ntrolling F(Z) curve, in mass numbers, ocemr 
at H), 40, 90, 140 and 20S, corresponding to neutron-proton numlxTs as 8-8, 
20-20; 50-40, 82-58, and 120-82. They Correspoufl to the magic muubers of the 
shell model, 8, 20, 50 and 82 neutrons or protons, except that the proton number 
50, corresponding to a mass number of about 118, is not a minimum of the F(7j) 
curve. It is, on the contrary, the position of a maximum, ahwig with the mass 
numbers 27, 60. 177 and 235. TIk  ^ abst^ nce (»f a shell closure or strong binding 
near 50-protons is corroborated on otlu‘t consid(*rations as follows :
When om^  observes the excitation energies of odd-mass nuclei (6g. 1, TV), 
it would b<^  noted that all excitation era^ rgics jump up to larg(‘ jnagnitiidcs at all 
other shell (‘Insure positions. (‘xc(‘])t at 50-proton positions. The excitation (UJcr- 
gi(‘s of (‘ven-(‘ven nuclei also obtain subduerl excitation (‘luugies in this region, 
compared to other slu'll closure positions. Absence oi a sliell closure at 50 protons 
is thus indicatcMl. Already studied thermal (Flowers 1952) or fast neutron (Hughes 
et aK 1953) cross scuttions against neutron numbers point to the same direction. 
The plottings of d(‘viations from TTethe-Wei/>sack(U‘ relation (Ureen, 1958) strongly 
confirms vt‘ak binding near 50 protons, in contrast to strong binding at 50 and 82 
neutrems and 82 ])rotons.
Further, tlu‘ very obstinat(‘ natui’c^ of assyinetric^  niK'huir fission finds an 
(uisy (‘xplanation now. as tlu‘ mass number in the region of 120. is a maxiniimi 
of th(‘ ]Mwiodi(* curve F(Z) and thus would not be favoured for a transition. 
Indeed, Fong (1953. 1956) convcls th(‘ nuclear mass relation of symnmtric fission 
product nuclei, such tlmt it is less strongly hound than the assym.drie fissjon 
produet nuelei. and proceeds to justify the assyjiietry on shell nuslel. Hill and 
Wlu'cler (l ‘>5:{), ho-rtever. rides out the possibility of explanation on shell Imisis 
and proposes assvmetrv on hy.lrodynan.ie eonsi.h-ration. As we have just noted 
symmetric, and assynu-trie Hssion products follow automati.ally on the basis .,1 
FiZ) potential eurve. It is also clear that tlu‘ symmetric fission products with 
a higher enei'gy level, would he favoured with high excitation energies, as obtains 
in the ease of dissociation of molecules, with constituents assoe.ate.l with excited
energy.
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of transition to these nuclei, on account of their low potential energy. Thus, 
the nuclei 18A4<>(99%) 20Ca4«(97%): 38Sr«»(83%) 40Zr»0(f>2%); r>6Bai38(72%)
and heaviest and lightest isotoj)es of the two elements
group'd together, obtain tlie large abundances sliown, on account of their shell 
closure positions, vv^ hile obtains only 30% abundance and 52Te^^® is rare
(Kaplan. 1963). It  does not favour any strong transition probability near mass 
number 120 with about 50 protons.
Furtfier, on account of the close relationship (Dutta et a1 IV) l)etwoon neutron- 
proton exchange energy //. Avith the excitation energy and henr;e also with the ioni­
sation energy of nuclei, one would consider tliat the mass numbers on the m axi­
mum of the F ( Z )  curve, which are weakly l)ound, particularly when // value itself 
is low, should have fewer isobaric nu(*lei. Tliis is (corroborated by very few iso- 
baric nuclei in th(' region of mass number 155 to 20(1, arvumd F { Z )  maximum  
at 177. At the shell closure ivgions, (jorresponding to mass numbers 16, 40. 
90, 120, 140 and 208. the average numbers of tabulated (Konig, p1 (iL 1962) nuclei 
are respectively 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 3.5, 5.5, 5, respectiv(‘ly. Tin* number of isobaric 
nuclei near mass number 60 another F ( Z )  maximum position is also 3.5, Ft points 
out again proton-50 mudei as not in strongly bound region.
The reason for i^onside*ring proton 50 region as sludl (dosun', is primarily the 
large number (.>f stable isotopes, for the (dements with charge  ^ value's near 50, 
corresponding to mass numbers 115 to 135. Since the most strongly bound 
nuclei o f any mass number is mc*asuri‘d in tt'rnis of the smallness of t he expression 
it is apparent that if the rate of variation of is m'arly as high as the 
rate of variation of A', fe.r successiv^e mass numbers, an eh'mont would nunain 
in the nearly optimum condition of t'nc'rgy for a s('rios of mass numlxus, giving 
a large number of isotojx^s. The increase in the calculated values of with mass 
number may be obtaiimd by relation (d. TIT). It is observed tiiat tlu‘ rate of 
increase of N q is approximately 0.4, 0.8, 0.4 and 0.6, mxir about the ma,ss numbers 
90 (A^  — 50), 118(Z - 50), 138 ( N  ~  82) and 208(Z -  82). The average number 
of stable isotopes in these regions are 5, 9, 5 and 4, in a(*(x>rdan( e^ with expecta­
tion. The number of isotopes is thus, not a criterion of strongly bound 
(condition, unless the large value for the rate of change of (-an b(^  considevred 
to be a criterkm for that and this evidently it is not, according to the above. 
The rate of increase of is actually determinod by structural devcdopmeiit.
The difficulty of the shell model, in view of the unetTtainty of the 50-proton 
shell closure as also in view of the unsatisfac^tory explanation of magnetic and 
quadrupole moments, cannot be avoided by switching over to the collective 
nuclear model (A. Bohr and Motteh on 1953). Its  correlation (jf excitation of even- 
even nuclei with the rotational energy expression, in the range of mass numbers 
150 to 190, definitely fails for the nuclei 64Gd^^ ,^ 74W^^^ and 78Pt*®”, in a 
system atic fashion. They are weakly bound even-even nu(dei in this region by
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the criterion of magnitude, and obtains a drop from the ratio of 3.8 for
2nd and If=t excitation eruTgies to less than 2. This suggests explanation for 
the change in excitation energies here, to other c.ausfvs than the change in 
rotational quantum numbers. A new orientation in the ideas about the striK*- 
tiiral development, is, thus necessfiry.
To understand the process of groveth of nuclei w(^  note that the half periods 
of the piiriodic function V ( Z ) ,  mentioned before o(‘cur at steps of values, 
which remain roughly constant at about 10.5 units of (*harge after two initial 
lower steeps at mass numbers 16 and 40. Such small and nearly constant half 
period values of nuclear (diarge couM not bt‘ accounted for by any form of evtuily 
distributed neutrons and protons at appropriate distance's, over continuous!v 
increasing size* of nuclei. It compels one to suggest that the growth in nuclear 
structure should be in the form of (juasi-crystalline development, v ith variables 
units to incr(‘ase the size during a p(^riod of growth, gradually.
Such a process of growtii is also envisaged by Wigner’s(lb33) ideas on the 
short range" nm lear force. It had b(‘cn suggest("d by Wigner and <"iuphasised 
by Weizsack(T (1038) and others that the rapid rise in bindings energy per nu- 
(*leon of 2bTe  ^ from that of IH ‘“. through the nuclei IH^ and 2He^ is on account 
of the inc.r("ase in bonds between micletins and the consecpient closeness of inter- 
nuel(‘onie distance. Such larg(‘ binding energy per nucleon as in 2He^ obtains 
again at 4Be^ and then from bCO-, onwards. The intervening nuclei from 2He'  ^
upto 60*=^ . except 4Be^ have much lower* binding energies per nucleon and must 
posses a, mor<‘ open structimc with l(‘ss bonds ])or nucleon. The increase in 
binding energy of 2He^. 41^ "*^ , 6('^- and onwards, would then be on ac(‘ount of 
doubling u]) chara-der. sucli that the bonds per nucl(‘on are incTeasi'd. Nuclei 
like 6C^ ,^ which also obtain large l)imling energies per nu(*leon (*ould
bt" consider(*<l as dmibling up of known nucl(*i, such tliat symmetry of striudun* 
is also maintaiiKMl.
For furtli(‘T growth and maintenance of symmetry \v(" could always consider 
the (‘ven-i"V("Ti nuehuis as doubh^d uj) structure ol two groups, as in 2He“* and 4Be^ 
and an odd mass inndeus as a composition of three groups of nuclei, generally, 
hold l)y internucleimic bonds. The nucleons in ea(*h group sould also obtain 
spinning and orlrital nrotion. on arc^ount of exchange of neutrons and ]m»tons 
to give the mnicleiis a liquid droj) character.
Group formation as a recourse to the explanation of short range forces was 
suggested by W efelmeyr (1637) and Fano (1637), in the form of an a-paiti(do 
model of solid crystal type. Weizsacker (1938) had brought out the comparative 
advantages, of such model over one particle model. It was also proposed by 
W heeler (1637) and rejeettHl by him (1641), on ac(*ount of some obvious mconsis- 
tencies. A larger nucleus is not likely to be built up with strongly bound units 
like a-particle, of nonflexible nucleonic content. The inconsistencies are often
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on aociount of that. It is mon^  reasonable to build up larger nuclei with a 
nucleonir composition of !1,4 and 5 units of charge and associated neutrons, which 
are all weakly bound, (4Be" would have been also weakly b(mnd, if it were an open 
structure and not double up) and satisfy group association through internucleonic 
bondages, unlike the schemes with a-partieles as interacting (uititics.
iSuch building up process gives us the cohesive forcies of tho proper order 
of magnitude also (Dutta el ul U162). This limitation in size of the small units 
helps us in understanding the peritslic structure, tlitough a process of rearrange­
ment that keep the nucleons always compact and hetuie nearer the spherical 
.shape. Huch a proce.is of structural growtli also ihelps us in understanding the 
corrtdation between nuclear orbital and magnetic ino?nents as also tlu' quadnipole 
moments. This will be di.scussed in the following (*oniinunieation,
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